
USE CASE: 
SAP® Cloud Platform Big Data Services is needed to get insight  

into a data lake for decision-making. Therefore, Big Data Services  
needs the following:

The service instance is created January 15 and runs to March 15. On February 20,  
additional storage of 10 TB and 5,000 blocks of compute hours are needed.

JANUARY

Storage 2 blocks  |  10 TB/block  |  €2,800/fixed price (up to 2) = €2,800

Compute hours 2 blocks  |  5,000 compute hours/block  |  €2,800/fixed price (up to 2) = €2,800

Files 1 block  |  1,000,000 files/block  |  €2,245/1 million files = €2,245

Data transfer server 1 block  |  data transfer server/block  |  €1,120/server = €1,120

Workbench 1 block  |  workbench/block  |  €2,430/workbench = €2,430

VPN connection 1 block  |  VPN connection/block  |  €3,085/VPN connection = €3,085 

Total €14,480
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CHARGES:

Storage in  
blocks of  

10 TB (x2)

Compute  
hours in blocks 
of 5,000 (x2)

Files in blocks  
of 1 million  

(x1)

SAP HANA® 
software  

integrations 
(optional)

Data transfer 
server (x1)

Workbench  
(x1)

VPN connection 
(x1)

Advanced  
security  

(optional)

Pricing Example

SAP® Cloud Platform  
Big Data Services
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CHARGES:

CHARGES:

FEBRUARY

Storage 3 blocks  |  10 TB/block  |  €1,400/10 GB = €4,200

Compute hours 3 blocks  |  5,000 compute hours/block  |  €1,400/5,000 compute hours = €4,200

Files 1 block  |  1,000,000 files/block  |  €2,245/1 million files = €2,245

Data transfer server 1 block  |  data transfer server/block  |  €1,120/server = €1,120

Workbench 1 block  |  workbench/block  |  €2,430/workbench = €2,430

VPN connection 1 block  |  VPN connection/block  |  €3,085/VPN connection = €3,085 

Total €17,280 

MARCH

Storage 3 blocks  |  10 TB/block  |  €1,400/10GB = €4,200

Compute hours 3 blocks  |  5,000 compute hours/block  |  €1,400/5,000 compute hours = €4,200

Files 1 block  |  1,000,000 files/block  |  €2,245/1 million files = €2,245

Data transfer server 1 block  |  data transfer server/block  |  €1,120/server = €1,120

Workbench 1 block  |  workbench/block  |  €2,430/workbench = €2,430

VPN connection 1 block  |  VPN connection/block  |  €3,085/VPN connection = €3,085  

Total €17,280 

The purpose of this document is to illustrate the price calculation. Since there could be changes to the service, 
including the pricing and the metric, this document is not a source for pricing information. Please check the pricing 
information on SAP Cloud Platform and in the “SAP Cloud Platform Service Description Guide.”
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